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Abstract

This paper presents a general theoretical analysis of the problem
of diffusion and chemical reaction for globules and liquid membrane in
a double emulsion system. Volume-averaging transport equations are
derived for globules and membrane with chemical reaction in the both
phases and for continuous phase with diffusion and convection effects.
With these equations, a one-equation model to globules and membrane
was derived and the length scale constraints that must be satisfied were
established.
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1 Introduction

A double emulsion is a system formed by three liquid phases, as is illustrated in
Fig.1. The external phase (γ-phase) contains dispersed drops of a liquid called
membrane phase (μ-phase), which themselves contain small dispersed globules
(σ-phase). The aim of this work is study the mass transfer and reaction process
in double emulsions systems.

Double emulsion have important applications in a variety of technologies
including fractionation of hydrocarbons [1], [2], recovery of metal ions [3], [4],
elimination of contaminants in aqueous streams [5], and the concentration of
pharmaceutics [6], [7], among others that include extraction and separation
process, using emulsion liquid membrane [8],[9]. These extraction processes
are based on the transport of solute from the external phase (γ-phase) to the
smaller drops (σ-phase). This transport can occur because of the difference
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of the solubility in the several phases. The transport can be enhanced in
both phases: by facilitated transport in the μ-phase (A+R→ P ), and by
irreversible reaction in the σ-phase (A→← B).

Membrane separation represents a relatively new type of unit operation,
which, ultimately, is expected to replace a significant proportion of conven-
tional separation process [10]. The advantage of membrane separation lies in
their relatively low energy requirements, the reason for which is that, unlike
conventional process such as distillation, extraction, and crystallization, they
generally do not feature phase transition. To evaluate the advantages and dis-
advantages of membrane process it is essential to have at a reliable physical
model that permits to assess the technical feasibility with sufficiently accurate.
At this time there are a variety of theoretical approaches available for the study
of diffusion and reaction in double emulsions [11]-[17]. However, most of these
models have been constructed on an intuitive basis rather than on the basis of
a systematic analysis of the governing point equations, boundary conditions
and the multiphasic nature of the system. Intuitive analysis leads to hidden
assumptions and unsupported simplifications, and in this work the constraints
that must be imposed in order to obtain a reliable model of diffusion and reac-
tion in double emulsions, were identified. Specifically, the method of averaging
volume is used to derive the volume averaged diffusion and reaction equations
for double emulsion (three-phase systems). The principle of local mass equi-
librium is then imposed in order to develop a one-equation model for diffusion
in the region of the globules and liquid membrane (ω-region). Also the av-
eraging mass transfer equation to external region (η-region) was developed.
These results can be used in order to derived mass transfer jump conditions
at boundary between ω-region and η-region.

2 Point Equations

For the sake of simplicity we will consider that the process occur in a fixed
packet bed of membrane droplets as is illustrated in Fig. 1, where we have
identified the homogeneous regions ω and η. We denominate homogeneous
regions to those portions of system that are not influenced by the rapid changes
that occur in the boundary region. The ω-region is made up of membrane
phase ( μ-phase) containing dispersed smaller drops ( σ-phase) and the η-
region consists of the γ-phase. The γ-phase (flows) around the fixed membrane
drops ( η-region).

The governing point equations that describe the process of mass transfer
and reaction in this system are given by:

σ-phase
∂cAσ

∂t
= ∇ · (DAσ∇cAσ)− kσcAσcRσ (1)
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∂cRσ

∂t
= ∇ · (DRσ∇cRσ)− kσcAσcRσ (2)

μ-phase
∂cAμ

∂t
= ∇ · (DAμ∇cAμ)− kμ

(
cAμ − 1

Kμ
cBσ

)
(3)

∂cBμ

∂t
= ∇ · (DBμ∇cBμ)− kμ

(
cAμ − 1

Kμ
cBσ

)
(4)

γ-phase
∂cAγ

∂t
+∇ · (vγcAγ) = ∇ · (DAγ∇cAγ) (5)

where c is concentration, D is molecular diffusivity, k is reaction rate constant
and, Kμ is equilibrium reaction constant. In this formulation, irreversible re-
action (A +R→ P ) and reversible (A→← B) have been included in Eqs. (1)
and (3), respectively. Therefore, the transport equations for the solutes B and
R are also included, where B is the carrier in the liquid membrane. The con-
vective transport is considered in Eq. (5) and vγ is the average molar velocity
in the γ-phase. The Eqs. (1)-(5) are subjected to the following boundary
conditions:

σμ-interphase

−nμσ ·DAμ∇cAμ = −nμσ ·DAσ∇cAσ (6)

cAσ = Kμσ
eq cAμ (7)

−nμσ ·DRσ∇cRσ = 0 (8)

−nμσ ·DBμ∇cBμ = 0 (9)

μγ-interphase
nμσ ·DAμ∇cAμ = −nμγ ·DAγ∇cAγ (10)

cAγ = Kμγ
eq cAμ (11)

−nμγ ·DBμ∇cBμ = 0 (12)

where nμσ is the unit normal vector directed from de μ-phase toward σ-phase
and nμγ has a similar meaning. In Eqs. (7) and (11) Kμσ

eq and Kμγ
eq are the

equilibrium distribution coefficients for the solute A, while that the Eqs. (8),
(9) and (12) indicate that the solutes B and R are restricted to the μ-phase
and σ-phase respectively.

To study the process that take place in the double emulsion system, is
need to develop volume averaged transport equations that are valid within
both homogeneous regions. In this paper was developed the averaging model
for ω-region to describe the mass transfer and reaction process to macroscopic
level.
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The development of this mathematical model for this system is relatively
straightforward when usual length-scales constraints are satisfied [18], [19].
However difficulties arise in the neighborhood of the ω-η boundary where there
are rapid changes in the fraction volume as is illustrate en Fig. 2, where the
length-scale constraints fail.

3 Volume Averaging

The method of volume averaging is a technique that can be used to rigorously
derive continuum equations for multiphase systems. This means that equations
which are valid within a particular phase can be spatially smoothed to produce
equations that are valid everywhere [19]. The averaging volume method to
obtain the average form of the Eqs. (1)-(5) was applied.

Definition 3.1 The volume average operator or superficial volume average
〈ψμ〉 of some property ψμ associated with μ-phase is given by

〈ψμ〉|x =
1

V

∫
Vμ(x)

ψμ(x + yμ) dVy

where Vμ(x) is the volume of the μ-phase contained whiting the spherical-
averaging volume V illustrated in Fig. 3. In this figure x represents the
position vector locating the centroid of the averaging volume, while that yμ

represents the position vector locating points in the μ-phase relative to the
centroid. In this definition dVy is used to indicate that the integration is
carried out with respect to the components of yμ, and the nomenclature in
this definition clearly indicates that volume-averaged quantities are associated
with the centroid. In order to simplify the notation, we will avoid the precise
nomenclature used and represent the superficial average of ψμ as

〈ψμ〉 =
1

V

∫
Vμ

ψμ dV

while the intrinsic average concentration is expressed in the form

〈ψμ〉μ =
1

Vμ

∫
Vμ

ψμdV

The superficial and intrinsic averages are related by 〈ψμ〉 = εμ〈ψμ〉μ, in which
εμ is the volume fraction of the μ-phase defined as εμ = Vμ/V . It should be
noticed that although V is constant, the volumes of each phase may change
with the position of the averaging volume.
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Theorem 3.2 If ψμ is continuous within the μ-phase, the spatial averaging
theorem for the μ-σ system states that

〈∇ψμ〉 = ∇〈ψμ〉+ 1

V

∫
Aμσ

nμσψμ dA (13)

where Aμσ is the interfacial area between μ-phase and σ-phase contained
within the averaged volume. This theorem represents a three-dimensional
version of the Leibniz rule for interchanging differentiation and integration
and was derived by Marle [20] in a study of single-phase flow in porous media.

Lemma 3.3 A useful lemma can be obtained from Theorem 3.2 by consid-
ering the case ψμ=1.

∇εμ = − 1

V

∫
Aμσ

nμσdA

In order to obtain sufficiently smooth values of the averaged quantity, is typi-
cally assumed that the radius of the averaging volume ro must be large com-
pared to characteristic length 	μ and 	σ for the μ-phase and σ-phase, respec-
tively. If averaged quantities undergo significant variations over the generic
length-scale associated with macroscopic quantities L, one further assumes
that L must be large compared to ro in order that the average of the spatial
deviations be zero [18]. Then, the classic constraint on the length scales is
given by

	μ, 	σ � ro � L (14)

4 Averaging Point Equation

The superficial average of the mass transfer and reaction equation in the σ-
phase (Eq. 1) can be expressed as

〈
∂cAσ

∂t

〉
= 〈∇ · (DAσ∇cAσ)〉 − 〈kσcAσcRσ〉 (15)

The volume Vσ is independent of time. This allows us to interchange in-
tegration and differentiation to express the first term on the left-hand side in
this result as follows: 〈

∂cAσ

∂t

〉
= εσ

∂〈cAσ〉σ
∂t

(16)

in which we have used the relationship between the superficial and intrinsic
average. In order to interchange integration and differentiation in the first
term on right-hand side of Eq. (15) we make use of the volume-averaging
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theorem given by Eq. (13) to express the superficial average of the diffusive
term in the following form:

〈∇ · (DAσ∇cAσ)〉 = ∇ · 〈DAσ∇cAσ〉+ 1

V

∫
Aσμ

nσμ·DAσ∇cAσ dA (17)

The substitution of Eqs. (16) and (17) into Eq. (15) provides the following
form of the superficial-averaged mass transport equation

εσ
∂〈cAσ〉σ
∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸

accumulation

= ∇ · 〈DAσ∇cAσ〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion

− kσ〈cAσcRσ〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction

+
1

V

∫
Aσμ

nσμ·DAσ∇cAσ dA︸ ︷︷ ︸
interfacial flux

(18)

where kσ is considered constant within the averaging volume, although this is
no necessarily true at macroscopic level. It is important to note at this point
that we have not imposed any length-scale constraints on the volume-average
transport equation. The absence of any length-scale constraint means that
Eq. (18) is also valid in the boundary between the ω and η- regions. The
traditional representation of the reaction term is given by

〈cAσcRσ〉 = εσ〈cAσ〉σ〈cRσ〉σ + 〈c̃Aσ c̃Rσ〉 (19)

it is consistent with Eq. (14) where 〈c̃Aσ〉 =0 and 〈c̃Rσ〉 =0. In this equation
c̃Aσ and c̃Rσ represent the spatial deviations around averaged values of the
local variables, and are defined by cAσ = 〈cAσ〉σ + c̃Aσ and cRσ = 〈cRσ〉σ + c̃Rσ,
respectively. To avoid imposing length-scale constrains, the excess reaction
term is defined by

〈cAσcRσ〉exc = 〈cAσcRσ〉 − εσ〈cAσ〉σ〈cRσ〉σ − 〈c̃Aσ c̃Rσ〉

based on the idea that 〈cAσcRσ〉exc = 0 in the homogeneous regions, i.e., when
the length scale constraints given by Eq. (14) are fulfilled.

Turning our attention to the diffusion transport term, and making use of
the averaging theorem, we obtain:

〈DAσ∇cAσ〉 = DAσ

(
εσ∇〈cAσ〉σ +

1

V

∫
Aσμ

nσμc̃AμdA

)
(20)

Here the Lemma 3.3 was applied. This equation is valid when the classic
length-scale constraints are fulfill, i.e. Eq. (14). In writing Eq. (20) we
have ignored variations of the diffusion coefficient within the averaging volume.
Substituting Eqs. (19) and (20) into Eq. (18), leads to the following result:

∂ 〈cAσ〉σ
∂t

= ∇ ·
[
εσDAσ

(
∇〈cAσ〉σ +

1

Vσ

∫
Aσμ

nσμc̃Aσ dA

)]
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+
1

V

∫
Aσμ

nσμ ·DAσ∇cAσ dA− kσεσ〈cAσ〉σ〈cRσ〉σ − kσ〈c̃Aσc̃Rσ〉 (21)

An analogous averaging process is applied to yields the average equation
for 〈cRσ〉σ

εσ
∂〈cRσ〉σ
∂t

= ∇ ·
[
εσDRσ

(
∇〈cRσ〉σ +

1

Vσ

∫
Aσμ

nσμc̃Rσ dA

)]

−kσεσ〈cAσ〉σ〈cRσ〉σ − kσ〈c̃Aσc̃Rσ〉 (22)

The procedure leading to the σ-phase mass transport equation can be re-
peated for the μ-phase beginning with Eq. (3) and (4), then the average
equations for this phase are:

εμ
∂〈cAμ〉μ
∂t

= ∇·
{
εμDAμ

[
∇〈cAμ〉μ +

1

Vμ

∫
Aμσ

nμσc̃AμdA+
1

Vμ

∫
Aμγ

nμγ c̃AμdA

]}

+
1

V

∫
Aμσ

nμσ ·DAμ∇cAμdA+
1

V

∫
Aμγ

nμγ ·DAμ∇cAμdA

−εμkμ

(
〈cAμ〉μ − 1

Kμ
〈cBμ〉μ

)
(23)

εμ
∂〈cBμ〉μ
∂t

= ∇·
{
DBμεμ

[
∇〈cBμ〉μ +

1

Vμ

∫
Aσμ

nμσc̃Bμ dA+
1

Vμ

∫
Aμγ

nμγ c̃BμdA

]}

−εμkμ

(
〈cAμ〉μ − 1

Kμ
〈cBμ〉μ

)
(24)

Therefore, these equations are valid in the homogeneous phases in the multi-
phase system, without include the boundaries.

5 Local Mass Equilibrium

In order to develop a one-equation model for diffusion and reaction for the ho-
mogeneous ω-region we must use the principle of local mass equilibrium which
is analogous to the principle of local thermal equilibrium for heat conduction
in multiphase systems [21].

The local mass equilibrium principle is based on the assumption that the
diffusion and reaction process can be characterized by a single concentration.
This principle has been used by Whitaker [22] to obtain a one-equation model
in a micropore-macropore system.

In the homogeneous ω-region, i.e. where εμ and εσ are constants, the local
mass equilibrium principle in the liquid membrane homogeneous region reduces
to
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{cA}ω =
εσω

Kμσ
eq
〈cAσ〉σω + εμω〈cAμ〉μω (25)

Here we have used a subscript to indicate in which region a function is
evaluated, i.e., εσω represents the σ-phase volume fraction and εμω is the μ-
phase volume fraction in the ω-region, respectively. In the ω-region can be
observed that εγω = 0. While that in the phase homogeneous region ( η-region)
the local mass equilibrium principle is given by

{cA}η =
εγη

Kμγ
eq
〈cAγ〉γη (26)

where εγη = 1. In order to establish the restrictions associated with the con-
dition of local mass equilibrium, is need use od spatial decomposition (large
scale) in the ω-region, which are given by

ĉωAσ = 〈cAσ〉σω −Kμσ
eq {cA}ω (27)

ĉωAμ = 〈cAμ〉μω − {cA}ω (28)

The macroscopic deviations are zero, when the system is at equilibrium.
Now, substituting these representation into Eqs. (21) and (22), and adding
the results to obtain

(εσωK
μσ
eq + εμω)

∂ {cA}ω
∂t

= ∇ ·
{

(εσωDAσK
μσ
eq + εμωDAμ)∇{cA}ω

+
εσωDAσ

Vσ

∫
Aσμ

nσμc̃AμdA+
εμωDAμ

Vμ

∫
Aμσ

nμσ c̃AμdA

}

−(εσωkσK
μσ
eq 〈cRσ〉σω + εμωkμ) {cA}ω +

εμωkμ

Kμ
〈cBμ〉μω (29)

−
(
εσω

∂ĉAσ

∂t
+ εμω

∂ĉAμ

∂t

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

accumulation

+∇ · (εσωDAσ∇ĉAσ + εμωDAμ∇ĉAμ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion

− εσωkσ〈cRσ〉σω∇ĉAσ + εμωkμĉAμ︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction

In order to obtain this equation, the flux boundary condition given by Eq.
(6) was used and the terms that involve area integrals over Aμγ are nulls in the
homogeneous ω-region, Aμγ=0. It should be observed that the last three terms
on right hand of this equation represents the local mass equilibrium deviations.
These terms can be neglected when the following restrictions are imposed

Accumulation:(
εσω

∂ĉAσ

∂t
+ εμω

∂ĉAμ

∂t

)
� ∇ ·

[
(εσωDAσK

μσ
eq + εμωDAμ)∇{cA}ω + Φω

]
(30)
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Diffusion:

∇·(εσωDAσ∇ĉωAσ+εμωDAμ∇ĉωAμ)� (∇·
[
(εσωDAσK

μσ
eq + εμωDAμ)∇{cA}ω + Φω

]
(31)

Reaction:

(εσωkσ 〈cRσ〉σω∇ĉωAσ + εμωkμĉ
ω
Aμ)�∇·

[
(εσωDAσK

μσ
eq + εμωDAμ)∇{cA}ω + Φω

]
(32)

where

Φω =
εσωDAσ

Vσ

∫
Aσμ

nσμc̃AμdA+
εμωDAμ

Vμ

∫
Aμσ

nμσc̃AμdA

When these restrictions are satisfied, the two concentrations 〈cAσ〉σ andKμσ
eq 〈cAμ〉μ

are close enough and Eq. (29) can be written as:

(εσωK
μσ
eq + εμω)

∂ {cA}ω
∂t

= ∇ ·
[

( εσωDAσK
μσ
eq + εμωDAμ)∇{cA}ω

+
εσωDAσ

Vσ

∫
Aσμ

nσμc̃Aσ dA+
εμωDAμ

Vμ

∫
Aμσ

nμσ c̃Aμ dA

]
(33)

−(εσωkσK
μσ
eq 〈cRσ〉σω + εμωkμ) {cA}ω +

εμωkμ

Kμ
〈cBμ〉μω

In order to complete the analysis and obtain the closed form of this equation,
the solution for the spatial deviation concentrations c̃Aσ and c̃Aμ are proposed
to be of the form

c̃Aσ = Kμσ
eq bAσ · ∇ {cA}ω (34)

c̃Aμ = bAμ · ∇ {cA}ω (35)

In this equation, bAσ and bAμ, are known as the closure variables, and they
represent the effect of the microstructure on the effective diffusion tensor. Sub-
stituting the Eqs. (34) and (35) into the Eq. (33), the following results is
obtain:

(εσωK
μσ
eq + εμω)

∂ {cA}ω
∂t

= DAω : ∇∇{cA}ω

−(εσωkσK
μσ
eq 〈cRσ〉σω + εμωkμ) {cA}ω +

εμωkμ

Kμ
〈cBμ〉σω (36)

where DAω is the effective diffusivity tensor defined by

DAω = (εσωK
μσ
eq DAσ + εμωDAμ)l

+
εσωK

μσ
eq DAσ

Vσ

∫
Aσμ

nσμbAσ dA+
εμωDAμ

Vμ

∫
Aμσ

nμσbAμ dA (37)
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The restrictions for local mass equilibrium given by eqs (30)-(32) tell us when
the one-equation model is valid. Then, is need transform these restrictions to
constrains given in terms of parameters and length scales that are known. The
method to obtain the constrains is presented by Whitaker [22]. In this study
we will omit the details and simply present the constrains as follows:(

1−Kμσ
eq

)
	2σμ

DAωt∗
� 1 (38)

(
DAμ −Kμσ

eq DAσ

)(	2σμ

L2

)
� 1 (39)

(
kμ − kσK

μσ
eq 〈cRσ〉σ

)
	2σμ

DAω

� 1 (40)

In these constraints, the small length scale is defined by

	2σμ =
εσωεμω(DAμ +Kμσ

eq DAσ)

avK
μσ
eq

(
Kμσ

eq 	μ

DAμ

+
	σ
DAσ

)

where av is the interfacial area per unit volume, Aμσ/V . The first of these
constrains represents a accumulation effect and when Kμσ

eq = 1 this constrains
is automatically satisfied. The second constrains represents a diffusion effect an
whenDAμ = Kμσ

eq DAσ is automatically satisfied. The third constrain represents
a reaction effect, and when kσK

μσ
eq 〈cRσ〉σ = kμ is automatically satisfied.

In order to calculate DAω, is need to solve the closure problem. Whitaker
[19] have obtained an approximate analytical solution to the closure problem
for a regular array of spherical cells and the result for the present work is
expressed as

DAω

DAμ

=
3κ− 2εμ(κ− 1)

3− εμ(κ− 1)
(41)

where κ = Kμσ
eq DAσ/DAμ.

The Eq. (36) represents the one-equation model for the diffusion-reaction
process in a double emulsion system. This model will be valid if the constraints
that are indicated by Eqs (38)-(40) are satisfied. It should be observed that if
the irreversible reaction in the σ -phase is instantaneous, then Eq (40) will be
no satisfied and the one-equation model will fail. In this case, the process of
diffusion-reaction must be studied in terms of the two-equations model. The
two-equations model is represented by Eqs (21) and (22), and in order to solve
these equations is necessary to develop the appropriated boundary conditions.
On the other hand, is it also necessary to develop an appropriated transport
equation for the homogeneous η-region, which, is constituted by external, γ-
phase. The volume average concentration for this region has been defined in Eq
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(26) and Whitaker [22] have demonstrated that if some length scale restrictions
are satisfied, then the mass transport equation for the homogeneous η-region
has the same form as the point equation:

∂ {cA}η
∂t

+∇ · (〈vγ〉 {cA}η) = ∇ · (Dγ∇{cA}η) (42)

In order to calculate de average concentration in a double emulsion system,
we need to solve the Eq. (36) along with Eq.(42). These equation should be
simultaneously solve with the equation for 〈cRσ〉σω and 〈cBμ〉μη (Eqs. 22 and
24):

εμω
∂〈cBμ〉μω
∂t

= DBω : ∇∇〈cBμ〉μω + kμεμω {cA}ω − εμω
kμ

Kμ
〈cBμ〉 (43)

εσω
∂〈cRσ〉σω
∂t

= DRω : ∇∇〈cRσ〉σω − εσωkσK
μσ
eq 〈cRσ〉σω {cA}ω (44)

where

DBω = εμDBμI +
εμDBμ

Vμ

∫
Aσμ

nμσbBμdA (45)

DRω = εσωDRσI +
εσωDRσ

Vσ

∫
Aσμ

nσμbRσ dA (46)

The Eqs. (43) and (44) also involve the principle of local mass equilibrium
and the closure variables bRσ and bBμ should be obtained from the closure
problems presented by Whitaker [19].

It must be observed that the Eqs.(36) and (42)-(44) were derived by im-
posing some length scale restrictions that are no valid in the interfacial region
where rapid changes in the volume fractions occur. Then, the use of these
equations in the interfacial region will involve an error. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to develop the appropriate boundary conditions to couple the equations
of transport.

6 Main Results

These are the main results of the paper. In this works we have studied the
process of mass transfer and reaction in a for globules and liquid membrane
in a double emulsion system. A rigorous mathematical model in which each
variable is precisely defined has been derived. The one-equation model was
derived applying local mass equilibrium and the length scale constraints that
must be satisfied were established. The one-equation model that is valid in
homogeneous ω-region, is the government equation to describe the process of
mass transfer to globules and liquid membrane, which is given by Eq. (37).
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The averaging equation that is valid in homogeneous η-region is give by Eq.
(42), which has the feature the point equation. These averaging transport
equations can be applied to obtain jump condition between ω-region and η-
region in double emulsion system.
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Figure 1. Double emulsion system. 
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Figure 2. Volume fraction variation in the neighborhood of the non-homogeneous 

zone; δ represents the thickness of the interfacial region. 
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Figure 3. Position vectors associated with the averaging volume. 
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